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I. **Progress on Project Objectives during Last Segment**

**Objective 1:** Nutritional factors affecting caribou productivity.

We completed a vegetation-type map of all areas from Cold Bay to King Salmon for which public-domain satellite imagery unobstructed by clouds is available.

**Objective 2:** Climatic factors affecting caribou productivity.

No further work was done on this objective.

**Objective 3:** The effects of these (climate and nutrition) environmental factors as regulators of nitrogen and energy availability to caribou will be assessed.

No further work was done on this objective.

II. **Summary of Work Completed on Jobs Identified in Annual Plan This Period**

**Job/Activity _1_:** Identify principal caribou range types by season.

We completed a vegetation-type map of all areas from Cold Bay to King Salmon for which public-domain satellite imagery unobstructed by clouds is available.
JOB/ACTIVITY _2_: Forage Selection and Food Habits of Caribou Based on Analysis of Alkanes and Long-chain Alcohols in Feces.

We expanded our collection of winter caribou fecal samples and reference plants from the northern Alaska Peninsula, because previously poor flying conditions in the mountains precluded our access to where the majority of caribou were presumably located. We completed analyses of caribou diets for the southern Alaska Peninsula.

JOB/ACTIVITY _3_: Timing of Green-up and Availability of Important Caribou Forages.

We continued analysis of historic and current years’ plant phenology for the Mulchatna range.

JOB/ACTIVITY _4_: Effects of Growing Season Conditions on Forage Quality.

No additional work was done on this objective.

JOB/ACTIVITY _5_: Forage Availability as Affected by Ice Crusts Following Rain-on-snow Events.

No additional work was done on this objective.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THIS PROJECT

Extend one year.
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